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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Consistent with movements integrating performance evaluation and improvement, the current study examines an assumption that more peer raters will produce better results or the so-called maxima strategy. This study examines the maxima strategy from both the agreement and performance perspectives with the intent of examining the role of feedback information in reliability and performance through an optimal number of peer raters per student ratee. It was found that the maxima strategy works consistently from agreement perspectives, whereas the relationship between the maxima strategy and student performance improvement follows an inverted U-shaped function. Accordingly, we recommend that the number of peer raters needs to be decided according to the optimal balance between reliability and performance, which maximizes ratees’ performances without sacrificing evaluation reliability.

1. Introduction

Evaluation (or assessment; ratings along various dimensions) and performance improvement (changes in performance over time) are often treated as separate issues. However, many scholars have recognized the important role of evaluation in supporting improvement (Blalock, 1999; Dochy, Segers, & Sluijsmans, 1999). This integration of evaluation and improvement is salient in collective evaluation systems, especially in the form of reciprocal peer evaluation (RPE), which has gained popularity throughout education and training (Holvoet & Renard, 2003; Kulkarni et al., 2015; Magin, 2001; Noroozi, Biemans, & Mulder, 2016). Unlike typical expert-based evaluation systems where participants receive evaluations only from experts, participants in RPE systems maximize resources by playing dual roles: peer rater and ratee. As a rater, each participant provides an evaluation that includes both ratings of quality and peer feedback. As a ratee, each receives ratings and feedback from peers. Thus, RPE systems allow participants to construct as well as receive evaluations.

Considering that a primary advantage of RPE systems is providing multiple peer raters, deducing the optimal number of raters warrants examination. Pragmatically, the number of raters in an RPE can vary substantially across settings. In our interdisciplinary experiences, journal, conference, and grant reviewing can often involve two to five reviewers across journals, conferences, and grant programs. Faculty tenure reviews at universities may involve five to more than 16 reviewers. In education, when RPE involves individual document submissions, three to six evaluators per document are common. But when groups of three or four students submit a document and then review individually, each document might be assessed by 12–20 raters. In sum, there can be quite wide variation in what occurs in practice.

In this study, we examine the optimal number of peer raters for effective evaluation in RPE from assessment perspectives and from performance improvement perspectives, testing the hypothesis that the optimal number of peer raters is not the same from both perspectives. Theoretically, there are several factors within both assessment and performance improvement perspectives that influence the optimal number of raters, which we unpack in the sections that follow. For the rest of this section, we briefly review empirical investigations of optimal numbers of raters and introduce factors which will influence both assessment and performance improvement perspectives.

1.1. Differentiating RPE from other evaluation contexts

Few empirical studies have systematically examined the optimal number of reviewers issue. Previous research on cooperative learning suggests the optimal rater number per ratee to be four to five, but not more than eight (Cooper et al., 1990; Feichtner & Davis, 1992; Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1998; Nurrenbern, 1995; Slavin, 1995; Smith, 1986). While this research provides valued insight into the issue, we hesitate to apply these findings to RPE systems. These prior studies focused on...
synchronous or face-to-face bidirectional interactions, whereas RPE systems employ asynchronous and unidirectional interactions. Also, these prior studies focused on malfunctions in interactions due to a variety of difficulties such as scheduling meetings, free riders, and balanced participation. Regarding RPE systems, therefore, the question of the optimal number of raters is still open to examination.

In the RPE situation, what has come to be known as the maxima strategy has been prevalently accepted—that is, the implicit assumption that more raters will produce better results for students (e.g. Van der Lans, van de Grift, van Veen, & Fokkens-Bruinsma, 2016). The maxima strategy provides RPE systems with various advantages not afforded by traditional expert-based evaluation systems. For example, in an RPE system, students receive rich feedback without sacrificing expert resources (Noroozi et al., 2016; Rada, Michailidis, & Wang, 1994). Large numbers of peer raters provide more information about peer student ratees’ problems (Wittenbaum & Stasser, 1996). Also, students generate as well as receive evaluations, which may help students actively reflect upon their own performance as well as that of others (Cho & Cho, 2013; Cho & MacArthur, 2011; Gentle, 1994; Greenwood & Levin, 1998; Patchan, Hawk, Stevens, & Schunn, 2013; Patton, 1990; Schriver, 1990). They develop crucial evaluation skills applied to their professions (Kwan & Leung, 1996) and in the process dispel negative connotations about evaluation. In addition, their participation motivates them to engage more fully with their tasks (Michaelson & Black, 1994; Patchan et al., 2013; Swaggerty & Broemmel, 2017).

Despite the several advantages, three major concerns discourage using RPE systems in practice: reliability, outliers, and performance. The reliability and outlier concerns focus entirely on ratings and are addressed from the assessment perspective (Asikainen, Virtanena, Postareff, & Heinäo, 2014; Cho, Schunn, & Wilson, 2006; Shin, Jung, Cho, & Lee, 2012; Van der Lans et al., 2016), whereas the performance concern attends to evaluations overall (ratings and comments) and is addressed from performance improvement (or learning) perspective (Cheng, Liang, & Tsai, 2015). Interestingly, all three concerns are typically addressed by using the maxima strategy in RPE systems.

1.2. Assessment perspectives

Reliability in assessments is often measured for agreement, which concerns the degree to which different peer raters generate consistent evaluations on the same tasks (Van der Lans et al., 2016). Various studies reported medium or low reliability among peer raters (e.g. Cho & Schunn, 2007; D’Augelli, 1973; Mowl & Pain, 1995), whereas other studies report high reliability (e.g. Hughes & Large, 1993; Li et al., 2016). What these studies claim to measure as reliability is actually mean reliability, which is defined as expected reliability of an individual rater (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) and is often calculated using a Pearson correlation (for interval scales) or Kappa (for ordinal scales). For example, when the mean reliability between two raters is 0.4, it indicates the expected reliability of either single rater, not that of the combined raters. Intuitively, multiple raters are used to balance out measurement noise from individual raters to produce a more reliable overall evaluation estimate, similar to adding more test items to make an overall test more reliable. Therefore, what this study needs to know is the reliability of the combined score across raters, known as effective reliability (Cho et al., 2006; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). To compute this reliability, one can use the following formula adapted from the Spearman-Brown formula (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991):

\[ R = \frac{nR}{1 + (n - 1)F} \]

where \( R \) is the effective reliability coefficient, \( n \) is the number of raters,
and $r$ is the mean reliability among raters; it sometimes also called ICC($c$,k) or the one-way random average intraclass correlation. This equation formally captures the relationship between number of raters, single-rater reliability, and effective reliability: effective reliability is an increasing function as the number of raters increases (see Fig. 1a), as well as when the single-rater reliability increases. But note there is an asymptotic relationship embodied in the equation: the additional advantage of each extra rater becomes smaller and smaller.

Another issue discouraging RPE system use is the presence of outliers. The number of evaluators could influence the effect of outliers in two ways: absolute (connected to bias and reliability) and perceived elements (connected to evidence discounting). First outliers can be due to evaluation biases, particularly when participants’ identities are disclosed. Biases cause unfair peer evaluations (Bence & Oppenheim, 2004; Michaelson & Black, 1994; Park & Cho, 2016) to which raters are generally sensitized (Michaelson & Black, 1994). Peer evaluations have been found to be biased factors such as rates’ gender (Falchikov & Magin, 1997), personal knowledge (Cooper, 1981), and appearances (Oppler, Campbell, Pulakos, & Borman, 1992), as well as their relationship with the rater (Kingston & Mainstone, 1985). These concerns can be addressed mainly by practicing anonymity among participants, but the most effective remedy to bias is instituting the maxima strategy (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). In essence, the curve shown in Fig. 1a also addresses the minimizing of individual rater biases/increasing reliability through increasing numbers of raters.

High levels of inter-rater conflict between raters is also challenging to producing a clear overall assessment. On the one hand, one rater might be an outlier that requires excising from the overall assessment. On the other hand, the disagreeing rater might have been the only one to capture an important aspect of quality (Shin et al., 2012). Among a small number of raters, there is a reasonable chance that one of the reasonable evaluations will appear (falsely) as an outlier, which will cause the ratee to ignore (erroneously) the evaluation. In general, humans discount evidence that is counter to their beliefs (Koslowki, 1996), and this discounting sharply increases when they see noise in the data (Penner & Klahr, 1996). Consider the case in which a ratee receives five evaluations rated as follows: 4, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Here there are no outliers since the central tendency of 5.2 is well supported by all points and their general variability. Suppose, however, the ratee only received three of those five evaluations: 4, 6, and 7. The mean of 5.7 is still very close to the original mean of 5.2, but the ratee may now consider the score of 4 point as an outlier and thus comes to a overly positive interpretation of the feedback. However, occurrence of false outliers is bound to decrease with an increase of raters (see Fig. 1b).

### 1.3. Performance improvement perspective

Advocating peer evaluation as a means to improve human performance constitutes the mainstay of the current evaluation system movement to integrate assessment with training (Kulkarni et al., 2015; Patchan et al., 2013). Research indicates that peer evaluation (compared to expert evaluation) may have equivalent or superior effects on peer performance (Asikainen et al., 2014; Cho & Schunn, 2007; Cho et al., 2006; Hins, Patterson, & Pfeffer, 2001; Hughes & Large, 1993; McIsaac & Sepe, 1997; Stefani, 1994; Wik, Brennan, & Braslow, 1995). For example, when Hins et al. (2001) asked domain experts and novices to instruct beginners (junior and senior humanities majors) on electronic-circuit activity, the novice-instructed students showed fewer errors than did the expert-instructed students. Peer rates may benefit from common ground or mutual knowledge (Clark & Brennan, 1991) based upon similar knowledge level between peer raters and raters (Damon & Phelps, 1989; Rogoff, 1998).

It is commonly assumed that the maxima strategy could augment this favorable effect (Bratton & Gold, 2003). Some experimental investigations comparing one to five rates have found that peer rates benefit from more feedback (Cho & MacArthur, 2011; Cho & Schunn, 2007). Other studies have found a positive correlation between the amount of feedback and performance (MacDonald, Mullin, & Wilder, 2003), peer rates’ perception of more feedback being more helpful (Finn, 1997), benefits of exposure to common ideas across evaluations (Brinko, 1993) and benefits of different perspectives across evaluations (Cohen, 1994; Damon, 1984; Dillenbourg et al., 1996). However, inherent conflict across perspectives are not necessarily beneficial to performance if it leads the ratee to discount the conflict feedback.

Concerning the impact of the number of raters on performance improvement, different predictions are made by different theories. Herein we discuss predictions based on theories of detection, reinforcement, threshold, and cognitive overload. According to detection theory, more raters tend to find more problems (Borman, 1974; Henderson, 1984). Assuming that rates improve performance by fixing problems in their task, they need to detect and fix as many problems as possible. Hence, employing the maxima strategy should function most effectively by identifying a greater number of problems to be resolved. However, due to a limit on the number of problems to be found, a linear relationship between the number of raters and the number of detected problems is not expected. Thus, the number of detected problems will increase only up to a certain number of raters, after which diminishing returns will indicate new problems have been exhausted. Therefore, this theory predicts a curve increasing to an asymptote (see Fig. 1c).

Reinforcement theory (Annett, 1969; Deterline, 1962) focuses on the redundancy of problems detected among raters to make a similar prediction. By contrast to the detection theory, this theory emphasizes that rates improve performance by focusing effort only on problems recurrently mentioned by raters, in part by filtering out incorrect or inappropriate idiosyncratic feedback and in part by shifting attention to the most problematic feedback (Anderson, 1982; Annett, 1969). Therefore, it is expected that the number of problems found in multiple evaluations will grow as a function of the number of raters and that at a certain point, similar to detection theory, the rate of change in the number of recurrent problems could be diminishing or asymptotic (see Fig. 1d).

Threshold theory (e.g. Bernardin & Beatty, 1984) assumes that more raters collectively create evaluations which are more difficult for rates to satisfy, either by detecting more problems or by some reviewers having more stringent standards. Thus, rates might improve performance to the degree that they satisfy serious concerns set by all raters. However, it may be too hard to satisfy all important concerns by many raters, and thus there might be a limit to the number of raters that can be successfully satisfied. Overall, this theory predicts that the probability of satisfying all serious rater concerns is a decreasing function of performance across raters (see Fig. 1e). As a result, rates may give up on making revisions (and thus improving performance) if the probability of satisfactorily addressing all important issues is too small.

Finally, cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1988) suggests that performance follows an inverted-U shape as a function of the number of raters (see Fig. 1f). According to the theory, if rates attempt to process many received evaluations in working memory, they will struggle because working memory is limited in capacity and duration (Baddeley, 2002). Faced with excessive information, novices or those who have not yet developed complex schemata will experience loss of information from working memory, either parts of the received feedback or their revision plans. In particular, when working memory load from feedback is kept within capacity limits, optimal learning and performance may occur because unused working memory capacity can support the learning processes (Sweller, 1988). By contrast, when mental workload exceeds working memory capacity, learning and performance can be undermined because evaluation information is not properly processed (Baddeley, 2002; Mayer & Moreno, 2003). Therefore, rates’ performance may improve only when assessed by a limited number of raters that, once exceeded, risks cognitive overload and impairs learning and performance. Indeed Patchan, Schunn, and Correnti (2016) found that
feedback was less likely to be implemented in the context of large amounts of other feedback. However, it may be that learners can incrementally process feedback or use external memory aids, and thus overcome work memory limitations. In support of this, Patchan, Schunn, and Correnti, 2016 found no effect of amount of feedback on revision quality.

In sum, there are opposing predictions about how the number of raters will influence ratee performance based on different aspects that underlie reliable evaluation and performance improvement. The goal of this study is to determine the optimal number of peer raters to address measurement and performance concerns in RPE systems. As shown in Fig. 1, agreement theories support the maxima strategy: higher effective reliability and lower rate of false outliers as number of raters increases. By contrast, performance theories predict different patterns of performance. The detection and reinforcement theories support maximum strategy use, whereas the threshold and the cognitive overload theories caution against maxima strategy abuse in that raters may give up on revisions or have no spare cognitive capacity for learning processes when the amount of feedback received is too large. Therefore, this study examines the impact of the number of peer raters on agreement and performance concerns to find the optimal number of peer raters in RPE systems. Agreement is expected to be asymptotically maximized with increasing number of raters, whereas performance may show actual reductions after a peak performance level is reached with an intermediate number of raters. However, since agreement may also affect performance, the point of diminishing returns may in fact be at a very large number of raters, larger than would typically occur in most situations. On a related point, it is important to note that the optimal number may vary with setting. This study focuses on the case of peers with relatively low domain knowledge and medium task ability because that case is very common in training situations.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants included 248 undergraduate students from three cognitive psychology courses for nonmajors at a research university in the US. As non-majors, they came from diverse backgrounds and were relative novices to the domain of psychology in general and cognitive psychology in particular. They participated in RPE activities for course credit. Each participant played the dual role of rater and ratee. As a ratee, each participant wrote a document, received evaluation feedback (in the form of both ratings and comments), and revised the document based on the feedback. As a rater, each participant evaluated six documents in both their first and final versions. A total of 2490 evaluations by 248 students of 496 documents were analyzed, with 16% attrition reflecting some raters failing to complete some or all of their assigned rating tasks. Because we controlled only the number of raters per rater but the number of raters per ratee was randomly assigned, participants received evaluations from different numbers of peer raters, either because a reviewer failed to complete an assigned task (producing cases of fewer than 6 reviews per document) or because some participants failed to submit a document but did complete reviews (producing cases with more than 6 reviews per document). Among the 248 participants, three participants received peer evaluations from two peers, 25 from three, 90 from four, 51 from five, 27 from six, 29 from seven, and 23 from eight—thus the range from three to eight raters is sufficiently well sampled. Rater-ratee pairings were assigned randomly and blindly. All participants used SWoRD (Scaffolded Writing and Rewriting in the Discipline), a web-based RPE system which used the mechanism of RPEs (Cho & Schunn, 2007), described in the Interface and Procedure section.

2.2. Document task

The task assigned to participants was to write a document within one content area of cognitive psychology. Participants received various writing topics, which they tailored to their content areas. The mean document size was 5.9 pages (SD = 1.6), 18.5 paragraphs (SD = 12.3), and 1447 words (SD = 407). No differences in document size were found across content areas.

The participants evaluated each draft along three dimensions: flow, logic, and insight. Consequently, performance was defined as the average of the three dimensions, and performance improvement was defined as the improvement from first to second draft. For guidance, participants received instruction on important features of effective evaluation in each of the dimensions. The flow dimension, the most basic level, considered the extent to which a document involved a lack of faults or problems in prose flow (i.e., being able to follow the arguments and general flow of the paper). The logic dimension examined the extent to which a document presented a strong argument with supporting facts (regardless of whether presented in a confusing order). The insight dimension accounted for the extent to which a document contributed new knowledge to the content area. Raters assessed each document both qualitatively and quantitatively in each of the three dimensions. They generated both written comments and numeric ratings on a 7-point scale from disastrous (1) to excellent (7).

2.3. Interface and procedure

In the evaluation process, all participants used the SWoRD system. An overview of the system was presented in class, but no special training was provided on the evaluation task. Ratees electronically submitted their documents to SWoRD, which distributed the documents to randomly selected sets of peer raters. Raters reviewed the documents, generated written comments and numeric ratings, and submitted results to the system. Having received the results from the system, raters revised their documents accordingly, submitted revisions, and in turn back-evaluated the raters’ feedback in terms of the feedback’s effectiveness according to a 5-point scale from not helpful at all (1) to very helpful (5). The process involved a second round: the same set of raters reviewed the revisions and submitting another set of comments and ratings, and raters receiving and back-evaluating the second round of feedback. All proceedings were conducted anonymously.

2.4. Analyses

Analyses examined the predicted relationships with number of evaluators on assessment and performance dimensions. Since number of evaluators varied naturally rather than through experimental variation, follow-up analyses verified that other aspects of the evaluation process did not systematically vary by number of evaluators. In particular, the number of evaluators was assumed to not be influenced by the quality of the documents or the characteristics of the evaluators. This assumption should have been met given the random assignment of raters to raters.

For assessment purposes, measures of effective reliability and outlier frequency are computed, and then statistically analyzed as a function of number of raters. A follow-up analysis verifies that standard deviations (actual variability among raters) is not varying as a function of number of raters.

For performance purposes, improvements from first to second drafts were analyzed as a function of number of raters. A secondary analysis tested whether perceived helpfulness of provided feedback decreased as a function of number of raters.
3. Results & discussion

3.1. Reliability

To determine the optimal number of raters in terms of reliability, the mean reliability among individual raters was first computed to be $r = 0.26$, using an estimation procedure developed by Cho and Schunn (2007) that is needed when relatively few entries in the documents by raters matrix is filled. This reliability value is similar to observed journal reviewer reliability (Marsh & Ball, 1989), and within the range and only slightly below mean values found for 12 undergraduate and 4 graduate courses (Cho, Schunn, & Wilson, 2006). Using the Spearman-Brown formula, effective reliabilities as a function of the number of raters were estimated as shown in Fig. 2. Based on 0.60 as a generally accepted value for consistency (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991), it can be concluded that a group of raters should consist of at least four or more raters in this context to achieve the standard of 0.60.

3.2. Outliers

We estimated an upper bound on the true rate of outliers using a Grubbs test for outliers (Grubbs & Beck, 1972) in the maximal data case ($n = 8$ raters). The Grubbs test is applied to a set of ratings on a document and calculates an outlier present/absent binary decision based on the standardized difference between each evaluation of a document and the mean of all evaluations of that document. Thus, it is computed based on the distance between each rating and all ratings for a document divided by their standard deviation. An estimated true outlier rate across documents was found to be relatively low ($M = 0.25$ out of 8 ratings, $SD = 0.50$) or approximately 3% of ratings; of course with many ratings, raters can expect a higher rate, such as 1 in 4 raters who received 8 ratings having at least one outlier. We then conducted the Grubbs test on all the documents to see how many outliers were found as a function of raters (see Fig. 3). Because the number of detected outliers is relatively high except for $n = 7$ and 8, we can assume the majority of these cases are false outliers. For example, based on 3% true outliers, there should have only been a mean of 0.09 outliers for $N = 3$, 0.12 outliers for $N = 4$, and 0.15 outliers for $N = 5$ (i.e., a low linear increase of expected number of true outliers = $\#$ of ratings $\times$ 0.03 outliers/rating). Thus, the mean of 1.4 outliers out of $N = 3$ raters implies a false outlier rate of 1.3. As expected, Fig. 3 shows that the occurrence of false outliers decreases as the number of raters increases, generally following an exponential decline (i.e., asymptotically approaching true outlier rates), rather than the small linear increase that true outliers should show.

The prior analysis assumes that the observed variability in ratings was not systematically different as the number of raters increased. Since raters are randomly assigned to ratees, there should be no bias. However, perhaps quality of documents influenced whether raters completed their rating tasks, which would then change the variability. To test this assumption of equivalent variance, a one-way ANOVA with number of raters as a between-subjects variable was performed on standard deviations across raters as a dependent variable (see Fig. 4). No significant difference was found on the size of standard deviations, $F$ (5, 295) = 0.84, $p = 0.52$. Therefore, the observed high rate of statistical outliers for lower numbers of raters was not due to the documents receiving fewer ratings being systematically noiser in evaluations.

3.3. Performance

Concerning the performance predictions, task quality improvement was computed and analyzed as a function of the number of raters. Task quality improvement was defined as the difference between the quality of the first draft and the final draft. Fig. 5 shows that the mean performance improvement follows an inverted U-shape as a function of number of raters. Initially, as the number of raters increases, performance likewise increases, peaks around six raters, and then decreases, a trend that is consistent with cognitive load theory. Indeed, the performance levels at $N = 7$ and $N = 8$ were significantly below the performance level at $N = 5$ ($p < 0.01$). A second-degree polynomial provided a good fit to the data ($R^2 = 0.83$). The peak performance level for this function is 5.8 raters. Although extrapolation is always risky, the function suggests that with 11 or more raters, evaluatees’ 2nd draft performance would suffer rather than improve.

However, the performance decrement after 5.8 raters in the inverted-U shaped performance could be the result of raters perceiving the quality of feedback as lower when being presented by evaluations from more raters. Thus, unlike the assumption that larger numbers of raters provide more information, the actual amount of evaluation information perceived to be useful could be low (Marwell & Oliver,
To test this under-productivity possibility, we computed the amount of feedback that the participants accepted and processed, which was measured by the number of characters in the written comments that the ratees rated as helpful (3 or higher) for revising their documents. Excluded was feedback rated less helpful (2 or lower). Fig. 6 shows that accepted feedback (F) increases as a function of number of raters (n), $F = 1769.3n - 1072.5$, $R^2 = 0.98$, $p < 0.001$. Consequently, the hypothesis involving decreasing amount of feedback perceived to be useful after 5.8 raters is rejected.

### 3.4. Evaluation time on task

The amount of evaluation time spent by each rater contextualized our argument. Although task evaluation time is not a focus in this paper, it should be noted that the number of raters actually used in evaluation is frequently based on the time on task each evaluator is able to invest. Instructors in a classroom have to make decisions about how learning tasks should be designed, which takes into account the amount of time each learning task takes. In particular, whether a peer evaluation task will take 30 min or 10 h will influence how many reviews are assigned to each reviewer. In our study, the raters were asked to report how much time they spent doing the evaluations. It was found that raters spent an average of 34.0 min ($SD = 19.0$) generating each evaluation. Therefore, evaluation time averaged about one hour per document, or about 12 h total evaluating six first and final peer documents. Because this involves a substantial level of resource commitment, the dimension level of returns with larger numbers of raters is especially important.

### 4. General discussion

In this study, we considered the optimal number of raters from both agreement and performance perspectives by taking into account reliability, outliers, and performance issues. The reliability data show that at least four raters were necessary in this context to produce acceptable effective reliabilities (i.e., at least 0.6), which is interestingly similar to the estimate of ideal numbers in cooperative learning (e.g., Johnson et al., 1998; Nurrenbern, 1995; Slavin, 1995). Analyses of outliers also showed four or more raters have less than one falsely identified outlying rater on average, and six or more raters produced outlier detection rates that were similar to true outlier rates (of 3% of ratings). Finally, performance improvement data indicate six raters to be optimal. Looking across these results, it can be concluded that five or six raters produces near optimal performance overall for agreement and performance in an RPE system, and little value would be gained from increasing the number of raters beyond that point.

Consistent with the integration of evaluation and performance (Blalock, 1999) the current research tries to find a balance between agreement and performance in terms of the number of raters in the RPE context. The multiple rater approach as a key characteristic in RPE systems features the maxima strategy. However, this strategy was considered only from an agreement perspective and not from a performance improvement perspective.

How would the current results generalize to other evaluation contexts? Given the sampled population and task (relative novices coming from diverse backgrounds and given detailed rating and commenting guidelines), the current results are more relevant to trainees with varying levels of training in the domain, diverse backgrounds, and primarily just rubrics provided as support rather than extensive training. Peer evaluations will often have this flavor, as well 180 and 360 performance evaluations in companies, in which evaluators not usually given specialized training in evaluation.

This paper contributes to the field by addressing peer evaluation not just from an agreement perspective, but also from a performance improvement perspective. According to previous research, when using a summative or average approach, the agreement between peer raters and expert raters was satisfactory (Freeman, 1995; Hughes & Large, 1993; Stefani, 1994). It is consistent with the agreement assumption that with more raters, an estimate will be closer to the true value of what is being estimated. However, this study showed there are trade-offs between agreement and performance when both perspectives are jointly considered. As predicted, the maxima strategy works consistently with agreement theories; thus, more raters improve reliability and remove negative effects such as false outliers, although asymptotically, with strongly diminishing returns after six reviewers. By contrast, performance improvement follows an inverted U-shaped trajectory as a function of the number of raters, consistent with the cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1988). Unlike a common assumption that more evaluations augment a favorable peer evaluation effect, we found that too much feedback may hamper ratees’ performance. Similarly, Cheng et al. (2015) and Goodman and Wood (2004) found that increasing the amount of specific feedback might actually hurt learning.

The results of this study have implications for RPE. The maxima strategy using multiple raters is considered to generate more accurate or acceptable evaluations (Latham & Wexley, 1982), an assumption grounded in assessment theory. At the same time, it is regarded as critical to provide performance feedback. Therefore, it seems the maxima strategy is implicitly accepted as the means of increasing both the agreement of evaluations and the performance of receivers. In addition, the advances in available information technology greatly enhance RPE efficiency not only by providing raters with rich feedback on their performance but also by facilitating the involvement of greater numbers of raters. The results of this study, however, caution about this very abuse of the maxima strategy promoted by agreement and performance theories as well as technology: too many raters might simply overload raters with information (Jones, Ravid, & Rafaeli, 2004). Therefore, when deciding the number of raters, especially for performance, the optimal number of raters should be considered. In addition,
the results also redefine the role of information systems to be one of metering the amount of evaluation information delivered to raters by selecting information of high quality while removing that of low quality.

Finally, although this study did not provide much analysis on the cost of using multiple raters, its importance should not be overlooked—raters spent a large amount of time on completing these reviews and the asymptotic gains from additional reviewers should be seriously considered even when attending to only overall assessment reliability. In addition, this study did not focus on the difficulty or complexity of tasks either, which substantially influences the efforts required to complete reviews as well as potentially influencing the other factors in agreement and performance improvement. We agree that task characteristics may define various aspects of evaluation and its effectiveness. However, how specific tasks influence evaluation effectiveness is not yet well understood (Hattie & Timperley 2007; Kluger & DeNisi, 1996) and is recommended for further study. In reporting empirical findings that six raters constitute an optimal number in an RPE system, this study contributes critical knowledge to research practices on evaluation feedback. Although many studies show that evaluation feedback improves task performance (e.g., Earley, Northcraft, & Lituchy, 1990; Ilgen 1999), a considerable amount of research also reports that feedback does not automatically improve performance and in fact deteriorates it (e.g., Cheng et al., 2015; Cho & Cho, 2011; Goodman & Wood 2004; Hattie & Timperley 2007). Given mixed results concerning the impact of evaluation feedback, the number of raters or the amount of feedback could play the role of an independent or mediating control variable, making it possible to refine existing theories and develop new ones.
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